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Abstract. Computer vision techniques can enhance landmark-based
navigation by better utilizing online photo collections. We use spatial
reasoning to compute camera poses, which are then registered to the
world using GPS information extracted from the image tags. Computed
camera pose is used to augment the images with navigational arrows
that fit the environment. We develop a system to use high-level reason-
ing to influence the selection of landmarks along a navigation path, and
lower-level reasoning to select appropriate images of those landmarks.
We also utilize an image matching pipeline based on robust local de-
scriptors to give users of the system the ability to capture an image and
receive navigational instructions overlaid on their current context. These
enhancements to our previous navigation system produce a more natu-
ral navigation plan and more understandable images in a fully automatic
way.

1 Introduction

Mobile phones provide users with highly portable and connected computing de-
vices. Moreover, the trend towards increased performance and inclusion of new
sensors such as GPS and cameras in mobile phones make them a compelling plat-
form for location-based services. In particular, navigation is emerging as a criti-
cal application for the mobile phone industry. We extend our previous work [1]
on automatically generating landmark-based pedestrian navigation instructions
with improvements on multiple fronts. In addition to improving landmark selec-
tion to provide more natural directions, we utilize computer vision techniques to
improve both image selection and the quality of arrows augmenting the image.
This extension also allows us to support the live annotation of images as the
user follows a path.

Consider the situation of a visitor attending a talk on a university campus.
A user can use their GPS enabled mobile device to navigate the campus by
entering their desired destination. In the simplest case, this navigation aide may
just be calculating a path and displaying it on a map along with the current GPS
location. Matching the physical environment to the map may still be challenging,
even if there are landmarks labeled on the map, as in Figure 1A. It is also
possible to generate text-based instructions referencing landmarks, and provide
accompanying images (Figure 1B). This makes it easier for a user to match to the
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physical environment, but without camera pose information for the images, an
image may be chosen that is a significantly different perspective than the user
sees. To lower the cognitive load further, we utilize the reconstructed camera
pose to choose an image that is similar to the expected view of the user, and to
automatically draw accurate arrows on the image, as in Figure 1C and Figure 2.
This makes it easier for the user to orient themselves with respect to the images
and the path. As a user walks along the path, the GPS location can be used to
automatically show the next direction.

Fig. 1. Examples of landmark-based instructions. A (left): A map client with landmarks
labeled. B (middle): Using text and cannonical images C (right): Our system, utilizing
reconstructed camera pose to accurately augment images.

Many studies have shown that landmark-based navigation instructions pro-
vide significant benefits over map or distance-and-turn based directions [2–4].
Landmark-based navigation instructions are easier to follow, shorten the navi-
gation time, and reduce confusion by providing visual feedback on the correctness
of a navigation decision. Our previous work addressed the challenge of automat-
ically creating landmark-based navigation instructions by leveraging an existing
collection of geotagged images [1]. This work demonstrated the possibility to pro-
duce a set of navigation instructions utilizing these images. It also showed that
users are able to follow these instructions and preferred them over other types
of directions. The user studies from this system guided us toward the multiple
improvements presented here.

Our previous system made decisions about which landmarks and images to
use on a local basis. Here we improve on this by including higher-level reasoning
to choose landmarks across larger regions of the path. This ties into user com-
ments about the prior system indicating that text directions to accompany the
images were important. While generating text corresponding to a single image
is relatively straightforward, we aim to produce an entire set of directions that
fits naturally with the way people navigate. For this reason, we have developed
a set of heuristics to guide landmark choice. We also optimize landmark choice
over larger sections of the path to provide a smooth flow. In addition, we pro-
vide support to fallback on map-based directions when appropriate landmarks
or images are not available.

The previous system rendered arrows onto the chosen images using rough
estimates for viewing direction and camera tilt. While this worked well in many
cases, it would occasionally produce confusing augmentations due to high GPS
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error or landmarks and camera poses that violated the standard assumptions.
For example, see the uncorrected case in Figure 5. To address these problems we
run an automated reconstruction algorithm to solve for full 3D camera poses of
the images in the database, where a camera pose is described as a 3D location and
a 3D orientation. This corrects for GPS error and provides accurate camera pose
information, allowing us to improve low-level spatial reasoning. This information
improves both image selection and augmentation, leading to more realistic arrows
without any manual labeling. It also allows us to solve for camera pose of a new
image, giving us the ability to augment a live image a user has just taken. Live
augmentation is done by matching the image provided by the user with the
images in our database and computing its pose from the poses of the matching
images [5]. Matching is done using a mobile phone implementation of an image
matching pipeline based on robust local descriptors [6]. This enhancement opens
the possibility of rendering the image as part of a larger context. In summary,
our proposed framework provides more compelling landmark-based navigation
instructions in a fully automated way.

Fig. 2. A sample client view of a generated instruction. The current direction is dis-
played prominently, but a preview of the next step is shown in the top right corner.

1.1 Prior Work

Requirement studies and user surveys have shown that landmarks are by far the
most predominant navigation cues and should be used as the primary means of
providing directions for pedestrians [7]. Goodman et al. [8] showed that land-
marks are an effective navigation aid for mobile devices—they shorten the nav-
igation time, reduce the risk of getting lost and help older people lower the
mental and physical demand required to navigate. See our previous publications
for more background on the advantages of using landmarks in navigation on
mobile devices [1].

Recently mobile phones are becoming a popular platform for AR-like ap-
plications. Kähäri and Murphy [9] demonstrate an application running on the
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newly released Nokia 6210 Navigator mobile phone. It uses an embedded 3D
compass, 3D accelerometer, and assisted GPS unit for sensor-based pose estima-
tion. Viewfinder images are augmented with information about the landmark at
which the user is pointing the camera. However, sensors are often not accurate
enough to allow for precise augmentation. A closed loop approach based on ro-
bust image matching supported by our system alleviates this problem. Recently,
Google has announced Street View for mobile [10]. The software downloads a
panoramic view of the current location and supports walking directions. Unfor-
tunately, it is being reported that data transfer speeds are limiting the usefulness
of that system.

Efforts to build a guidance system based on online collections of geotagged
photos include the work by Beeharee and Steed [2]. They built a prototype
database of geotagged photos by manually entering the location and the viewing
direction of each photo. The study found that with landmarks the users finished
the route significantly faster than without them, and that users found the land-
marks helpful and informative. Since the authors did not use any augmentation
of images, the users found some of photographs that were not taken exactly
along the navigation path confusing.

We previously extended their work by making landmark images of primary
importance in generating directions and automatically augmenting images with
navigation directions, which greatly increases the confidence of the users and
their understanding of the navigation instructions [1]. The technique of lever-
aging collections of photographs is a good approach for mobile devices since
it is lightweight and does not require special hardware, which are drawbacks
of some other systems [11, 4]. While this previous work was designed to choose
landmarks with important features (good advance visibility and saliency [12]), it
would occasionally result in confusing images due to a lack of quality orientation
information. While this was partially alleviated by manually labelling a subset
of images with orientation information, it unfortunately limited the number of
images available for annotation. The previous approach also reduced landmark
choice to a local decision, resulting in a set of instructions that was not very
natural for the user.

1.2 Contributions

This work extends pedestrian landmark-based navigation into a number of new
areas:

– We propose a set of heuristics to optimize landmark choice over a larger area
in order to produce a more comprehensible set of instructions.

– We present an approach to automatically solve for camera orientation and
correct poor GPS readings by leveraging computer vision techniques. Our
system automatically reconstructs camera pose by using the Photo Tourism
system [13]. In addition to providing orientation information for more pic-
tures than the previous approach of manually labeling a subset of images, it
also provides complete camera pose information with refined location. The
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reconstruction step also serves as a filter for quality images, removing im-
ages with poor exposure, excessive clutter, or mislabeling. We extend Photo
Tourism’s computation by automatically aligning the reconstructed geom-
etry to the world by using (possibly noisy) GPS data associated with the
images.

– We support automatic live augmentation of images taken by the user, which
was deemed important in the user feedback on our previous system. Instead
of using a system based on matching to a 3-D reconstruction as is done in
Photo Tourism and other previous work [13, 14], we propose a new method
based on image-to-image matching that can work with a system designed to
run in real-time on a camera phone [6].

– Additionally, since our technique automatically aligns the 3D reconstruction
of a landmark with the world data, the system can be further extended to
support other features that users asked for in our initial study: features such
as zooming out to give users additional context information (for example
street information), warping images so that they appear as if they were taken
from the current location, highlighting a portion of an image that contains
the landmark, etc.

2 System Overview
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Fig. 3. Block diagram for landmark-based navigation supporting two modes: one that
produces a set of augmented images for a user-supplied navigation path and one that
augments a user-supplied image. Below the dotted line we show construction of the
spatially enhanced image database from an unstructured collection of labeled photos.

This section describes the details of our landmark-based pedestrian naviga-
tion system with enhanced spatial reasoning. Fig. 3 shows the block diagram
of the system. Our system supports two types of user interaction: following a
set of cached navigational instructions and augmenting a live image taken while
the user is en route. Our navigational instructions are built using images from a
database of geocoded and labeled images, as described in Section 2.1. In order
to produce a set of navigational instructions from an input path, we first apply
high-level spatial reasoning to optimize landmark selection over longer sections
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of the path (Section 2.2). Next, we apply lower level spatial reasoning to optimize
image selection locally and augment the images, as described in Section 2.3. In
the case of the live image, we use a robust image matching pipeline adapted to
mobile phones to find matching images in our database. We then use the poses
of those images to compute the pose of the live image and augment it directly
on the device. This is discussed in Section 2.4. Finally, in Sections 2.5-2.6 we
describe how the unstructured database is processed to produce the spatially en-
hanced image database that includes 3D reconstruction of the landmark shapes
and 3D camera poses for the images aligned to the real world. In each section
we also present the results of each step.

2.1 Image Database Organization

We are currently using a database of landmarks and images from an existing
outdoor augmented reality project [6] 1. It was populated by many users taking
pictures with GPS-enabled camera phones over a period of time. Each image was
tagged during capture with the names selected from a list of nearby landmarks.
Additionally, most (but not all) of the images were tagged with GPS location.
The phones used in collecting the data did not have a built-in compass, hence
no orientation information was recorded. In addition, the GPS accuracy is also
limited, ranging between 10-100m. We choose to use this data instead of data
from Flickr or other photo sharing services because the image tagging found on
those sites is generally of poor or inconsistent quality.

The landmarks stored in the database also have an associated GPS location—
a single point placed somewhere within the geometric extent of the landmark.
This data may come from a mapping service or may be manually entered. As
was shown in the past, this crude approximation to landmark location is often
not sufficient for estimating accurate camera orientation, which is critical for a
correct image augmentation [1]. To deal with this problem, we utilize additional
information: a 3D camera pose calculated using computer vision algorithms. The
camera pose is defined as a 3D location described in terms of longitude, latitude
and altitude and a 3D orientation defined as a unit sphere vector. The details
of how this information is computed is left until Sections 2.5 and 2.6, as we first
discuss the applications of the spatially enhanced image database.

2.2 High-Level Spatial Reasoning: Selecting Landmarks for Natural
Navigation

Navigation studies have shown that landmarks are important for pedestrian way-
finding. Most importantly, landmarks are used to identify points where there is
a change of direction [15]. In addition to identifying turns, they are also used to
confirm travel in the correct direction [7]. Our system is given a path consisting
of a series of GPS coordinates as input and outputs a complete set of nagivation
1 The readers can access our databases through a web-based interface available from

this URI: http://mar1.tnt.nokiaip.net/marwebapi/apiindex.
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A. “Walk past Physics and Astrophysics
and make a right turn”

B. “Make a right turn before reaching
Moore Materials Research”

C. “Make a right turn, West Gate will be
on your left.”

D. Map view of the same instruction,
showing landmarks

Fig. 4. Example showing degrading choices of landmark at a corner. A uses a landmark
inside the corner, producing a natural description. B uses a landmark on the inside half.
C uses a landmark on the opposite side of the turn and is less optimal. D shows an
option to show a map of the turn, with landmarks used in A,B and C labeled.

instructions. The previous system made local decisions about landmark choices
based on visibility and saliency. We aim to incorporate the ideas of how people
naturally navigate by choosing landmarks based on larger regions of the path.
We have developed a set of heuristics that we believe will support this.

Our heuristics focus first on turns, since these are the important decision
points along a path. Figure 4 shows the landmarks and images chosen for a
sample corner using various options. When navigating a turn, it is most natural
to reference a landmark on the inside corner of that turn, for example, “Walk
past landmark and turn” (Fig. 4A). To achieve this, we look for landmarks in the
inside quadrant of the turn that have images taken along the path approaching
the turn (to measure visibility). If a landmark is not available in this region,
we search the inside half of the turn (“Turn before landmark,” Fig. 4B), and
lastly fall back to landmarks on the outside of the turn (Fig. 4C). If there are
still no appropriate landmarks, we can produce a map representation of the turn
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(Fig. 4D). If a landmark exists but has no appropriate images, it can still be
referenced in the text directions and labeled on the map.

We also note that a turn consists of two parts: the path before the turn and
the path after the turn. The view before the turn gives an indication of where
to turn, and the view after the turn serves to confirm that the correct turn was
made. For this reason, the navigation client shows the current step and the next
step, so the user knows what to expect next, as seen in Figure 2.

When choosing landmarks for straight segments, it is important to choose
landmarks with good visibility. However, choosing the landmark with the best
visibility at each point along a route can result in a user seeing several differ-
ent landmarks along a straight segment, even if a single landmark might be
visible throughout the entire length. It is preferable to minimize this switching
between landmarks in order to provide a more coherent navigation experience.
To accomplish this, we define a cost function over the set of landmarks used at
each point in a straight segment. We assign a small penalty for using less visible
landmarks (in proportion to its visibility rank) and a large penalty for switch-
ing landmarks (adjustable to the desired level of landmark stability). We then
find the optimal (least costly) set of landmarks using dynamic programming.
We believe this produces more natural directions that allow users to navigate
using landmarks as waypoints, rather than present a navigation experience that
consists of precisely following a series of “micro-steps.” Reducing the number
of landmarks associated with a route also increases each landmark’s significance
and can promote learning the path. Although we believe these heuristics to align
with desired properties in navigational instructions, we plan to carry out user
studies to evaluate their effectiveness.

2.3 Low-Level Spatial Reasoning: Using Reconstruction for Image
Selection and Augmentation

The previous step in planning the navigation instructions only selects which
landmarks to use at different portions of the path. The next step is to select an
appropriate image of that landmark at each location. This is accomplished by
using the reconstructed 3D camera poses stored in the database. The computer
vision reconstruction also serves as a filter for quality images: images with poor
exposure, excessive clutter, or mislabeling are not likely to be reconstructed.
This inherent filtering allows us to simply pick a reconstructed image that is
close to the path and well aligned with the path. This is an improvement over
our previous approach which only selected from a small set of images with high
computed saliency, some of which were manually tagged with camera direction
information. Having a larger set of images to choose from increases the likelihood
of finding a good match to the current path.

Once an image is chosen, the reconstructed camera information can be used
to augment the image with navigational instructions. Figure 5 shows an example
of how this information is used to improve the quality of image augmentation.
Without reconstruction, the camera orientation is estimated by simply using the
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Fig. 5. An example of correcting image augmentation using reconstruction data. The
goal is to specify a path which passes alongside the building. Compare the uncorrected
case (left), which relies on GPS location of the camera and the landmark, to the case
which uses the automatically computed camera pose (right). The center map shows
the difference in camera angle between the two techniques.

direction from the GPS location of the camera to the GPS location of the land-
mark. This will produce poor results when the landmarks are large, when an
image capture location is very close to a landmark, or when there is high GPS
error. This case can be seen in the left image of Figure 5, with the estimated
camera direction shown in the center map. In addition to providing a more ac-
curate orientation and corrected GPS coordinates, the camera pose also includes
an estimate of tilt. This allows the arrow to be drawn in the correct orientation
and also the correct perspective, making it seem better integrated with the im-
age. The resulting image is shown in the right image of Figure 5. Another benefit
of having full camera pose information is it opens the possibility of rendering
the image in a new view with additional context, as discussed in future work.

2.4 Pose Estimation and Annotation of Live Images

We use the image matching pipeline for mobile phones developed by Takacs et
al. [6] to support annotation of live images. First we compute the camera pose
of the user-provided image from the poses of the matched images stored in our
spatially enhanced image database. Next we use the computed camera pose to
augment the live image using the same methodology as was described in the
previous section for annotation of images from the database. An alternative
approach is to try to register the user supplied image with the reconstructed
3D geometry using the structure-and-motion computation discussed in the next
section. However, the approach we have chosen allows us to compute the camera
pose and annotate the live image directly on the handset, thus reducing latency,
bandwidth and computation. The whole process of finding matching images,
computing the camera pose and augmenting the live image takes less than 3
seconds on a typical smart phone available today.

Figure 6 shows an example of a live image (shown in the middle) annotated
using the camera pose computed from the poses of the two best matching im-
ages found in the database (shown on the sides). Given a new query view, we
match it to the database using the existing system described by Takacs et al. [6].
From the returned images we select the top k images with the largest amount of
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Fig. 6. An example of a live image (shown in the middle) annotated using the camera
pose computed from the poses of the two best matching images found in the database
(shown on the sides). The camera pose computed using this lightweight technique
closely matches the result of the more complex structure-from-motion computation.

geometrically consistent matches. Out of these we select the top two views (de-
noted (R1, t1) and (R2, t2)) which have been successfully registered in the stage
described in Section 2.5 and with locations and orientations in the global world
coordinate frame derived using the global pose alignment process described in
Section 2.6. We denote the relative displacement between these two reference
views to be (R12, t12). The position and the orientation of the query view can
then be determined by triangulation using the following algorithm. Using the in-
formation about the focal length of the query view from the Exif (Exchangable
image file format) tag stored in each image, we can compute the essential matrix
E and consequently the motion between the query view and the two reference
views. Let (R1q, t1q) be the motion between the first reference view and the
query view and (R2q, t2q) be the motion between the second reference view and
the query view, with both translations computed only up to scale. Note t12 and
t1q are with respect to the coordinate system of the first view, while t2q is not.
For the triangulation to proceed, we need t2q in the coordinate frame of the
first reference view t̃2q = RT

12t2q. All three translation vectors are then projected
to the ground plane. The three translation vectors in the coordinate system of
the first reference view form a triangle. Knowing the absolute scale of t12 and
the two angles between t12 and t1q and t2q we can use simple trigonometry to
compute the correct location of the query view. The remaining orientation of
the query view in the world coordinate frame is then Rq = R1R1q.

We tested our pose estimation algorithm by comparing it to the camera pose
computed using the structure-and-motion algorithm described below. For each
query image we tested, the camera pose computed using our algorithm was nearly
identical to the camera pose obtained using the more complex computation.
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2.5 Structure-and-Motion Reconstruction

The navigation system enhancements detailed above require a way of automat-
ically computing spatial image details from an unstructured set of images. We
propose an algorithm for computing the camera orientations and propagating
other meta-data, such as GPS location, to the images in the database that do
not contain this information. Additionally, we show that when meta-data such
as GPS information or compass orientation exists, we can correct for the error in
sensors. This can be accomplished by means of full 3D registration of available
views using visual information only, thanks to robust large scale wide base-line
matching using scale invariant image features and a structure-and-motion es-
timation algorithm. At this step we use an open source package developed by
Snavely et al. [13] which facilitates fully automatic matching and full 3D registra-
tion of overlapping views. The core of the incremental and final pose registration
algorithm is done by a modified version of the sparse bundle adjustment package
of Lourakis and Argyros [16]2.

The structure-and-motion pipeline is used to improve the quality of the meta-
data associated with the images in a collection of user contributed photos. Pro-
cessing is done independently for each landmark. First, we extract from the
database all images labeled with the given landmark. The camera registration
pipeline detects SIFT features [17] in all the images. Features are matched be-
tween images and the resulting matches are pruned by enforcing geometric con-
sistency.

Fig. 7. Structure-and-motion reconstruction results for one of the landmarks in the
database. 3D structure shown as a gray point cloud in the back and the reconstructed
camera poses shown in red in the front.

2 The software is available from this URI: http://phototour.cs.washington.edu/bundler.
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Geometrically consistent views are incrementally registered together using
the bundle adjustment algorithm after selecting an initial starting image pair. For
more information on this algorithm, refer to the Photo Tourism paper [13]. This
algorithm requires significant computation and can take hours to run. However,
this is an offline process and the results are easily cached for later use. The
resulting reconstructed 3D points Xj and the registered camera poses (Ri, ti)
are given in the reference frame of the initial camera pair.

Fig. 7 shows a result of structure-and-motion computation for one of the
landmarks in the database. This reconstruction is one of the most detailed, since
it was computed from 150 images. Typically our reconstructions are done us-
ing between 5 and 15 images, resulting in much sparser 3D structure. However,
since we are mainly interested in the camera poses, which are always recon-
structed very accurately, this is not an issue. Figure 8 shows results of aligning
the reconstructed camera poses to the world.

Often the images representing a landmark will form disconnected clusters
(images in separate clusters will not have any features in common). This is
particularly common when we are dealing with large landmarks visible from dis-
similar viewpoints. Due to this disconnection, it is often not possible to register
all images of a landmark in a single stage. Instead of dealing explicitly with clus-
tering of views prior to reconstruction, we deal with this issue by running the
bundler registration incrementally. In the first stage we register as many images
as possible and reconstruct the first cluster. We then rerun the reconstruction
pipeline on the images which were not successfully registered in the previous
stage and repeat these steps until no more poses can be reconstructed success-
fully. Although computationally not optimal, this naturally enables us to keep
initializing the registration process with new views, which may have no overlap
with the starting image pair. This process typically converges after at most three
iterations.

2.6 Aligning 3D Reconstructions to the World

In order to utilize the computed camera pose information, the reconstruction
must be aligned to the real world. The structure-and-motion algorithm result is
expressed in the reference frame of the first selected image pair, and it is ambigu-
ous up to the similarity transformation comprised of rotation, translation and
scale. In order to align these results to the world, we use available GPS infor-
mation extracted from the image tags. We use the grid-based UTM (Universal
Transverse Mercator) coordinate system, since it makes alignment to the metric
3D reconstructions simpler than the latitute/longitude coordinates.

First we compute the gravity to ensure that the y-axis of all camera co-
ordinate frames is perpendicular to the ground plane of the world. Using the
formulation described by Szeliski [18], we estimate a global rotation of the en-
tire reconstruction, which minimizes the deviation of the perpendicularity for all
camera coordinate frames. All the camera poses can then be projected to the
ground plane, where the 2D similarity transformation is then estimated. Since
some of the GPS coordinates of the reconstructed images have large errors, we
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Fig. 8. Two examples of a pose alignment using our algorithm. High GPS sensor error
is recorded in many cases indicated by long red lines connecting green (GPS reading)
and red circles (reconstructed position). Yellow lines indicate reconstructed camera
direction. Dark blue triangles are synthesized GPS location for images that did not
have a GPS reading. The right image shows an alignment computed from the 3D
reconstruction shown in Fig. 7.

proceed to estimate the 2D similarity transformation Ts = (Rs, ts, s) in a robust
way similar in spirit to the RANSAC algorithm.

The minimal number of poses and corresponding GPS locations needed to
estimate the 2D similarity transformation is two. Given two reconstructed cam-
era locations Cpi and Cpj and two corresponding GPS sensor readings Li and
Lj , the scale s can be estimated as the ratio of the two distances s = ‖Li−Lj‖

‖Cpi−Cpj‖ .
The translation ts is then taken as the displacement vector between two mean
locations of the chosen image pair ts = C̄p − L̄, and the rotation angle αs is
the angle between two lines connecting the reference GPS locations and the
reconstructed image locations after the translation alignment ts.

With a few GPS locations that are well distributed (not all close to each
other), we can find a good alignment. From the set of n GPS locations we pick
randomly 2 GPS locations that are relatively far away from each other and use
them to compute a translation, rotation and scale hypothesis. Given the obtained
hypothesis, we transform all reconstructed camera poses to obtain their GPS
positions. We then evaluate the hypothesis by computing the total alignment
error, which is the sum of distances between the original GPS location and the
reconstructed GPS location for each camera pose for which GPS information
was available. We repeat this hypothesis selection process k times and select the
hypothesis which generated the smallest total alignment error. This optimization
allows us to correct for errors in GPS positioning.

Fig. 8 shows the results of this algorithm for two examples. The green dots
indicate the original GPS locations and the red dots indicate the reconstructed
camera poses. The original and the reconstructed GPS locations are connected
by red line and the the yellow lines show the reconstructed camera orientations.
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The two cyan pins indicate the two GPS locations that were used to compute
the similarity transformation.

It is worth noting that many original GPS locations have a high error (green
dots showing on top of a building, or in the middle of a street). Relatively
high error is characteristic of the GPS sensors in today’s mobile devices. Our
algorithm is able to identify this error and correct for it. The reconstructed poses
tend to be very accurate, to the point that they can be used as the reference
locations. The reconstructed orientations are also computed appropriately, since
they are all pointing in the direction of the building facade.

It is difficult to determine the accuracy of this algorithm because ground
truth information is not easily obtainable. In order to evaluate the reconstruc-
tion and alignment, we performed the following experiment. For a number of
reconstructions, we confirmed by visual inspection that the reconstructed cam-
era poses project to the locations where the images were taken from. We then
computed the mean/max GPS reprojection error. The average correction across
our examples is approximately 6 meters, with a maximum of 47 meters. For a
number of images for which we had correct GPS locations, we manually labeled
the approximate orientation. We then compared that orientation with the ori-
entation we got from the reconstruction. The typical error was small, on the
order of 10 degrees, and well within the error of our manual labeling. We also
calculated how much the reconstruction estimate of angle changed over the pre-
vious estimate that relied on GPS location of the camera and landmark. For
our examples, the average angle correction was 38 degrees, and the maximum
observed was 170. This indicates the reconstruction has significant impact on
the generated instructions.

An added benefit of computing the structure-and-motion reconstruction is
that after the alignment, we can synthesize the GPS locations and the world
camera orientations for the images that did not have this information originally.
The reconstructed GPS poses for the images with no GPS sensor reading are
shown as dark blue triangles in the right image of Figure 8. We can see by visual
inspection that these positions are also reconstructed with good accuracy.

Alternative Alignment Method. There are situations where the above de-
scribed algorithm fails; for example, when all images for a single landmark are
taken from roughly the same location. This may happen when we are dealing
with small landmarks, or landmarks with a single interesting feature. In this
case, the GPS error starts to dominate the distances between the different GPS
samples, which prevents us from having a robust rotation alignment. In those
situations, we use a different technique for aligning the poses.

We first compute the mean GPS location L̄ and the mean reconstructed cam-
era location C̄p. We then search for those GPS locations that are far away from
L̄ (the distance is bigger than the mean distance) and consider those locations
to be the outliers. We re-estimate L̄ and C̄p using only the inliers. As before,
the translation ts is taken as the displacement vector between the two mean
locations: ts = C̄p − L̄.
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Fig. 9. Two examples of pose alignment using our alternative method for small land-
marks. Some GPS locations have very large errors–on the order of a hundred meters.
Meanwhile, the reconstructed poses correctly identify that all images were taken from
roughly the same location. The orientation and scale are also correctly estimated.

We compute the mean orientation by averaging the direction computed from
the GPS locations of the inliers to the landmark location (since this algorithm
is used only for small landmarks, a single point approximation of the landmark
location works quite well). We also compute a mean orientation of the camera
viewing direction obtained from the reconstruction. We use the difference in
those two directions to determine the alignment rotation Rs. The scale s is
determined by computing the ratio of the mean distance to L̄ and the mean
distance to C̄p. Once we have the proper alignment, we can propagate the correct
pose reconstruction to those cameras that were considered to be outliers (or those
that do not have the GPS information available).

Fig. 9 shows two examples. The green dots indicate the orginal GPS locations
and the red dots represent the reconstructed GPS locations. The yellow lines
indicate the reconstructed viewing directions. The two cyan pins connected by
a line correspond to the landmark location and the mean GPS location L̄. The

Fig. 10. Left image shows what happens if we apply the original algorithm to the
landmark in the left image of Fig. 9. Large GPS error leads to bad pose estimation.
Right image shows what happens if we do not perform outlier detection. We get proper
orientation but scale is not estimated correctly. This demonstrates the need for our
alternative alignment method.
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direction of the line connecting them was used to estimate the rotation angle
of the alignment. As we can see, some of the GPS locations have very large
errors—on the order of a hundred meters. Meanwhile, the reconstructed poses
correctly identify that all images were taken from roughly the same location.

If we were to apply the original alignment algorithm to the landmark shown
in the left image of Fig. 9, the GPS locations with a large error would be used
to estimate the pose orientation (since they are far away from each other), and
that would result in an incorrect orientation estimate. This is shown in the left
image of Fig. 10. The image on the right shows results for the same landmark if
we do not eliminate outlier GPS locations. This leads to correct pose estimation,
but incorrect scale estimation. This indicates the need for both corrections used
in our alternative alignment method.

3 Future Work

Although we have made significant improvements over our previous system, we
still have several areas of future work to explore.

Currently we have only used the detailed camera pose information for better
augmentation of the images already present in the database or the live images
taken by the user while navigating. However, this information could be further
leveraged to produce zoomed-out and/or warped views showing more context
and better viewing angle. Instead of rendering a directional arrow in the camera
space of the image (which often do not contain a view of the desired path), we
can render a view of the image using a virtual camera at the path location.
This should provide more understandable views and can also include additional
context. This approach is still lightweight enough for mobile devices since it
uses few images, in contrast to full panoramas or complete 3D models. It also
preserves the ability to highlight important landmarks along a route by not
showing extraneous information. A conceptual view of this is shown in Figure 11.

Fig. 11. This shows the concept of leveraging detailed camera pose information to
produce zoomed-out view showing more context. The diagram on the left shows the
camera location for the available image with respect to the desired camera position for
the user. The right shows how this information is put together with additional context
to create a representation for the new camera position.

Furthermore, the ability to register landmark geometry with the world could
be used to increase visual fidelity of the navigation system. For example, the
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reconstructed geometry could be used to compute a landmark shape proxy. The
database images of the landmark could then be projected on the shape proxy,
resulting in a simple, compact and photo-realistic representation of the object
akin to a surface light field [19]. This full 3D representation of the world would
allow us to move away from giving navigation instructions as sequences of static
images taken from fixed viewpoints to a continuous unconstrained 3D animation
of the navigation route with total freedom in camera path selection.

We also currently take a complete navigation path as input, leaving the path
planning to another system. We would like to include path planning in our
system to produce a route between two points taking landmark information into
account. Instead of simply generating the shortest route, we could generate the
easiest to follow route or the most interesting route. Because individuals may
have different preferences, we are also working on an adaptive framework to
create a personalized user model for selecting better routes that contain more
appropriate landmarks [20]. Finally, we plan to conduct user studies to evaluate
the enhancements introduced in this work and those planned for the future in
terms of qualitative improvements in user experience and clarity of navigation.

4 Conclusion

We have presented a pedestrian landmark-based navigation system with en-
hanced spatial reasoning. This work extends prior results in the area with new
techniques to compute better choices of landmarks and more realistic augmen-
tations of images, resulting in more natural navigation instructions. We enhance
the system with a live-matching mode that augments the images of landmarks
taken by the user while navigating.

Underlying these improvements are key computer vision technologies. The
structure-and-motion reconstruction pipeline for computing the 3D landmark ge-
ometry and camera poses is necessary for better spatial reasoning and improved
realism of image annotation. The robust image matching pipeline for mobile de-
vices allows for a quick and reliable pose estimation of live images directly on
the mobile device. A combination of these technologies leads to significant im-
provements in the quality of image selection, realism of their augmentation, and
novel user-directed functionality. This work also shows a clear path for further
improvements involving landmark-based navigation systems, some of which we
discussed in the future work section.
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